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Before I start, I just want to make clear I don’t actually BELIEVE in what I’m about to 
discuss, (yes, yes, yes, there was a time when I quite literally would have done), but 
I do play a kind of game with the following ideas in my mind, for fun. Basically, I give 
numbers special meanings and when I see them, I think how they relate to me. I 
have been doing so since my early 20s. If I did so when I was fifteen, I would have 
put far more thought into the concept. I actually dabbled with the idea a little back 
then, but not much. Thank God.

Let’s start small and explain what single digits mean…

0 = Nothing. Not very creative, but that’s not the point. This is about logic.
1 = No. 1. Fairly straightforward. As in the best.
2 = Terrible. Why? Because of the terrible twos toddlers go through.
3 = Threedom. 
4 = What for? i.e. 4 = pointlessness.
5 = 5 stars! Very good!
6 = Evil for obvious reasons.
7 = Lucky seven!
8 = I believe this number is associated with prosperity. 
9 = Nein! i.e. no!
10 = Ten out of ten. The exact same meaning as 5. However, this number is rarely 
used. Really, it’s just a combination of 1 and 0. As in No.1 means nothing. Or in other 
words, the winner is an asshole. All will be made clear. 

Here are some more complex examples…

12 = No 1. in terribleness.
46 = Pointless evil.
37 = Freedom from luck.
59 = Five stars for no. As in no is a very good decision.  
82 = Prosperous terribleness. :( 

Let’s go a little crazier…

472 = What is the lucky terribleness for? Let’s put on our thinking caps and try to 
work out what that means… Well, can lucky terribleness be a real thing? I think so, 
BECAUSE me going a little deaf was a bit terrible, but it did make me give up my 
ideas of becoming a successful musician. That wasn’t going to happen, so it was 
lucky. But what was the lucky terribleness FOR, though? Did I get anything out of 
quitting music and switching careers? Maybe not. Maybe comedy writing doesn’t 
make me happy. 427 is a surprisingly deep number. It’s wrong though, as writing 
does make me happy.

962 = No evil terribleness. THAT’S a happy number.

680 = The devil is prosperous at nothing! 

173 = No.1 in lucky freedom. Most people would say freedom is always lucky, but 
that’s not exactly true. Would you want to be lost in the jungle? I mean, you’d be 
FREE, but you’d most likely prefer to be nice and safe in a mental home. No shame 
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in it.

201 = This is where things get a little complicated. You could quite rightly say ‘It’s 
terrible nothing is No.1’ but 01 is a special combination, as it could also mean 
‘Nothing one,’ or ‘no one’. As in ‘terrible no one’. Another asshole, basically. Just use 
your common sense, and numbers will be clear to you.

353 = Freedom from five star freedom. Another tricky one maybe, but keep with it. It 
basically means you don’t get five star freedom, here. 4 star maybe, maybe even 1 
star, but not 5.

Now let’s really go mental…

1737 = No.1 in luck, freedom from luck. Nonsense? No. What it actually means is 
whilst you are the luckiest person in the world, you’re still not lucky. Whilst your 
situation is bad, everyone is worse off than you. :S

9757 = No luck, five star luck. Ok, that doesn’t make sense. No, actually, what it 
COULD mean is whilst you have no luck, that’s best for you, which is lucky. In other 
words, you need hardship to grow. Know what I mean?? That’s a very philosophical 
number. Remember it; 9757. 

2976 = Terrible no luck is evil. I’d agree with that.

9415 = No pointlessness is the No.1 of five stars. That sounds like a mouthful, but it 
simply means no pointlessness is a good thing. 

9333 = No freedom from freedom from freedom. For the sake of my own sanity, I’m 
going to have to break this one down into small chunks. Freedom from freedom is no 
freedom, so freedom from freedom from freedom has to mean freedom. (Right?) Add 
the ‘no’ or ‘nein’ and we get ‘No freedom’. I think. 

Now let’s go criminally insane…

52776 = Five star terribleness is lucky luck for evil. Actually that was pretty self-
explanatory.

49081 = What is the point of no nothing in terms of prosperous No.1? Wow. Ok, I’ll 
give this one a go. So… What is the point of something if you’re successful and the 
best? It’s like saying if you’re the king, life has no meaning. Maybe content people 
have little material possessions, and appreciate the ‘proper’ things in life, like 
friendship. That’s REALLY deep. 

327471 = Freedom from angry luck, what for luck? No. 1. In other words, you won’t 
have any angry luck, such as a mugger attacking you then fainting, and you won’t 
even need luck, because you’re so skilled. You’re number one.

4981234 = What do you need no prosperity for? You’re the No. 1 in angry freedom 
from pointlessness. Ok, this is an exceptionally challenging one. You need some 
prosperity to remain best at having a very fulfilling life, yet you’re still angry about 
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your life. Basically, you’ll never be happy no matter how good your life is. 

84739583 = Prosperous pointlessness is lucky freedom. No five stars is prosperous 
freedom. You could say this means that not caring about your life makes you free 
from responsibilities (very goth) and that having no skills makes you very free, 
because you end up becoming a tramp. Who’s freer than a tramp? 

I’m sorry, I can’t possibly do bigger numbers than that. Hopefully I haven’t confused 
you. I tried to make my writing as concise as possible, but there becomes a point 
where things get ridiculous. Still, I hope I’ve made the world of numbers more 
interesting for you. Bye!


